
HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD 
CITY AND COUNTY Of DENVER, COLORADO 
Appeal No. 23-12 

DECISION AFFIRMING 16-DAY SUSPENSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF: 

NANCY SCHNARR, Appellant, 

vs. 

DEPARTMENT Of FINANCE, ADMINISTRATION. 
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Appellant, Nancy Schnarr, appeals her 16-day suspension assessed by the 
Department of Finance and Administration {Agency} on May 9, 2012, for alleged 
violations of specified Career Service Rules. A hearing concerning this appeal was 
conducted by Bruce A. Plotkin, Hearing Officer, on July 24, 2012. The Agency was 
represented by Franklin A. Nachman, Assistant City Attorney, while the Appellant was 
represented by Michael O'Malley, Esq. Agency exhibits l-23 and Appellants' exhibits A
G were admitted by stipulation. The following witnesses testified for the Agency: Mr. 
Don Andriese; Mr. Daniel Gibbons: and Shanna Tohill, C.P.A. The Appellant testified on 
her own behalf. 

II. ISSUES 

The following issues were presented for appeal: 

A. whether the Appellant violated any of the following Career Service Rules: 16-60 A., 
B., E., K., J., or O.; 

B. if the Appellant violated any of the aforementioned Career Service Rules, whether 
the Agency's decision to suspend her for 16 days conformed to the purposes of 
discipline under CSR 16-20. 

Ill. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

A. Introduction. 

Ms. Schnarr is a 20-year senior accountant in the Agency. Her immediate 
supervisor is Shanna Tohill. Senior accountants must be familiar with Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (GAAP) issued by the Governmental Accounting Standards Boord 
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and, unlike staff accountants, must fulfill assigned tasks with substantial independence 
and minimal guidance. [Tohill testimony; Appellant cross-exam]. Schnorr is also 
expected to interact professionally and diplomatically with other people she encounters 
in her work duties. 

The Agency alleged Schnarr violated the above-stated rules in two assignments 
from Tohill, and in an interpersonal action between Schnarr and another co-worker. 
Those three incidents were as follows. 

B. Denver Museum of Nature and Science (DMNS) project. 

Tohill assigned Schnarr to review DMNS's allocation of money spent on its new 
addition in 201 l. The reason for the project was that the Budget Management Office 
imposed a deadline of Morch l, 2012 for the Agency to report on capital projects. One 
of those was DMNS's addition. Integral to that project, and to meet BMO requirements, 
was the requirement to complete capitalization form which specified how DMNS 
expenditures on the project should be recorded, i.e. as a capitalization or an expense. 
Schnarr had performed the same task successfully for other projects previously. Projects 
of that size always have some costs returned to the City in the form of an improvement 
as a capitalized item. 

Schnarr returned the capitalization form with accompanying spreadsheets in which 
she wrote "approximately $17 million" in budgeted costs, but she also recorded actual 
expenditures of $19,024,899.02, an unexplained gap of over $2 million. GAAP standards 
require exact budgeted amounts. On the same capitalization form where asset 
identification numbers are required by GAAP standards, Schnarr wrote "unknown." She 
declared all work on the museum addition in 2011 was to be capitalized, a highly 
unlikely outcome under GAAP. 

On March 9, 2012. Tohill asked Schnarr to revise her work to determine what 
expenditures should have been capitalized and which should have been expensed. 
Schnarr left the request unattended for 13 days, then she hastily replied all work should 
be expensed with no recorded justification for her recommendations, also in violation of 
GAAP standards. 

In response, Schnarr complained the capitalization form, [Exhibit 6-1], did not did 
not have a place to write capitalized or expensed entries, only a place for the total 
amount spent on the project . However, Tohill required capitalization/expense 
information to be submitted in accordance with GAAP. [Exhibit 11-2; Tohill testimony]. 
Schnarr also stated she had never been trained to recognize the difference between 
capitalization and expense; however she acknowledged such training 25 years ago in 
accounting classes, [Schnarr cross-exam]. Such information is learned in the first weeks 
of accounting school. [Tohill testimony]. 

Schnarr chose data from PeopleSoft and a budget sheet from DMNS to prepare 
spreadsheets accompanying the DMNS capitalization form. PeopleSoft records report 
periodic transfers from the City to DMNS, and DMNS used budget sheet to report its 
quarterly budgeted numbers, neither of which was pertinent to Schnarr's task. 
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In order to assist Schnarr to provide the correct categories of information, Tohill 
provided her with a spreadsheet template. Tohill instructed Schnarr to contact the 
museum directly to obtain precise information about the project and to find out what 
should be capitalized and expensed. Schnarr did not use the template, but submitted a 
different spreadsheet stating all items were to be expensed. That conclusion was 
incorrect and runs counter to all other improvement projects. Tohill's testimony was 
unrebutted that no other City project costing $17 million would result in all expense and 
no benefit (capital improvement) to the City. [Tohill testimony]. In addition, Schnarr's 
report did not address her $2 million discrepancy. 

An email exchange between Schnarr and Tohill on March 9, 2012 demonstrates 
Schnarr's neglect of her duty to seek needed information from pertinent sources. 
Schnarr stated "I have not been involved with this [DMNS] project and don't have the 
specifics." Tohill patiently responded "we aren't really involved in any of the projects but 
we are still responsible to make sure they get reported correctly." [Exhibit 16]. 

Schnarr continued to provide unexcused reasons for the delay in completing the 
DMNS project. Tohill took over the project on March 19, 2012. She obtained the 
necessary information from DMNS in one hour and completed the report the same day. 
Tohill indicated there was nothing about the project a nominally competent senior 
accountant would be incapable of performing. [Tohill testimony]. 

Schnarr assessed blame for the failed assignment on Tohill for being overbearing, 
and on other City employees for their failure to provide necessary information. The 
prevailing evidence indicated Tohill was not unreasonable, but merely wanted Schnarr 
to perform her duties in a timely fashion. For example Tohill provided Schnarr with a 
template to assist Schnarr in the DMNS task, but Schnarr chose not to use it. Tohill was 
always available to answer questions, but Schnarr did not ask. Tohill granted extensions. 

Schnarr stated a DMNS employee, Lotte Dula, guided and signed her report. 
However Dula is not an accountant and never supervised Schnarr. Schnarr's report 
contained her own signature and not that of Dula, contrary to Schnarr's assertion. 
Finally, Schnarr failed to seek clarification from her own chain of command. 

These failures by Schnarr justified the Agency's finding she was neglectful , in 
violation of CSR 16-60 A., of her duties as a senior accountant to act independently; to 
provide GAAP-based supporting data for her submissions; and to provide an accurate 
reflection of expensed versus capitalized project costs pursuant to GAAP standards. 

Schnarr's response, that Tohill deprived her of the opportunity to finish the DMNS 
project was without merit. For reasons stated immediately above, Schnarr had already 
violated 16-60 A. when Tohill granted another extension, until March 20, to finish the 
project. [Exhibit C-4). Moreover, Tohill modified the March 20 deadline on March 19, 
requiring Schnarr to complete the project by that afternoon (March 19). [Exhibit C-5). 
Since the project required only a few hours to complete, the modification was 
reasonable. Finally, the graffiti check incident on March 19, below, justified the 
Agency's removal of Schnarr from the workplace before the March 20 deadline. 
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C. Graffiti check incident. 

On March 19, 2012, Tohill instructed Schnarr to process a check issued to the City 
for court fines paid by graffiti violators. [Exhibit 12). The Agency is responsible for 
receiving, properly coding and distributing such checks to the proper agency. Schnarr 
had processed such "graffiti checks" previously as one of her duties. The entire process 
takes about two minutes. [Tohill testimony]. 

Schnarr replied "I need to see my PEPR for 2012," followed by "I won't know what 
to do with the check once it gets to me since I haven't been kept up with what is going 
on in this unit." [Exhibit 12]. ln case it was not clear previously, Tohill answered that she 
was ordering Schnarr to process the check. [Id.]. Schnarr's only reply was "Still wont to 
see my PEPR." [Id.]. 

Schnarr hod processed similar checks previously, contrary to her claim; the task was 
within her duties; her supervisor directly ordered her to complete the task; and she 
refused. These circumstances constitute a violation of CSR 16-60 J., failing to comply 
with the lawful order of a supervisor. In addition, Schnarr' s claim not to know how to 
process a graffiti check was dishonest in violation of CSR 16-60 E .• as she successfully 
processed such checks before. 

Schnarr claimed she could not have processed the graffiti check because she did 
not have it on March 19; however, when Tohill instructed Schnarr to leave the workplace 
that day, she [Tohill] sow the check on Schnarr's desk less than 30 seconds after 
Schnarr's departure. [Tohill testimony]. Schnarr's suggestion that the check was 
"planted" [see Schnorr testimony} was unproven. Schnarr presented no convincing 
evidence that Tohill was "out to get her" or otherwise had any improper motive to invent 
wrongdoing. Moreover, Schnarr's accusation is consistent with two previous false claims: 
that two co-workers manipulated data in her spreadsheets, causing problems for her; 
[Exhibit 2); and that the Controller in another agency intentionally misplaced one of her 
journal entries for the purpose of causing her to be disciplined. [Exhibit 5-2]. This pattern 
not only raises substantial question about Schnarr's credibility, but demonstrates a 
troubling pattern of causing a substantial risk of unjustified discipline to others. 

In her pre-disciplinary meeting, Schnarr asserted she did process the graffiti check, 
a falsehood in violation of CSR 16-60 E., dishonesty. Schnarr's dishonesty and false 
accusations against Tohill caused Tohill to lose trust in Schnarr, in violation of CSR 16-60 
0., failure to maintain satisfactory working relationships .... 

D. Don't talk to me. Early in December 2011 Schnorr approached Tohill to complain 
that three co-workers often interrupted her work to discuss personal matters with her. 
Tohill promptly arranged a mediation on December 21, 2011, which culminated in a 
written agreement the same day. The agreement called for all parties, including 
Schnarr, to communicate only via email and only about work-related matters. "Nancy 
[Schnorr] will ensure not to engage into any personal communication with these 
individuals." [Exhibit E]. On February 21, 2012, Schnarr initiated an exchange of emails 
with one of the co-workers she had claimed was annoying her. The exchange 
concerned a personal matter. [Exhibit 13]. 
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Schnarr claimed the prohibition arose only after she emailed the co-worker. The 
evidence does not support her claim. First, Tohill credibly testified she instructed Schnarr 
about the mutual prohibition the same day that Schnarr approached her about the 
problem, December 8. 2011. Second. Tohill reminded Schnarr about her obligation to 
avoid contact with the three co-workers on February 21, 2012 for all but business 
reasons. Third, during her PEPR review meeting on February 24, 2012, Tohill asked Schnarr 
directly if she had initiated a personal communication with one of the "prohibited" 
individuals, and Schnarr denied that she had communicated with him at all. When Tohill 
then produced Schnarr's February 21 email exchanges with her co-worker, Schnarr 
replied Tohill's order was unreasonable because it restricted personal communication. 
[Schnarr testimony]. 

Schnarr's denial, only three days after being reminded about the prohibition. was 
dishonest in violation of CSR 16-60 E .• and was a violation of CSR 16-60 J., for failing to 
comply with Tohill's lawful order on December 8. 2011, not to communicate with the 
three co-workers about personal matters. Schnorr's protest about the prohibition was 
surprising since it arose as the direct result of her own request. Either Schnarr's initial 
request or her subsequent protest was disingenuous, and presented another example in 
a disturbing pattern of Schnarr unjustly implicating wrongdoing by others. 

The proof of a violation of CSR 16-60 B .. carelessness in the performance of duties, is 
distinct from the proof for CSR 16-60 A., neglect of duty, in that. under 16-60 B .. the 
agency must show on employee performed a duty poorly, while. under 16-60 A., it must 
show how the employee utterly failed to perform a duty. The Agency's proof that 
Schnorr performed her DMNS and graffiti check duties in violation of CSR 16-60 B. was 
indistinct from its evidence under CSR 16-60 A. Consequently no violation was proven 
under this rule. Since the Agency's allegations under CSR 16-60 K., foiling to meet 
established standards, was based on only upon unenforceable job description 
requirements, [see Exhibit 11-1 ], no violation was proven under that rule. 

V. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE 

The purpose of discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible. 
Appointing authorities are directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the 
offense. an employee's past record, and the penalty most likely to achieve 
compliance with the rules. CSR § 16-20. 

A. Severity of the proven violations 

As accurately stated by Tohill, Schnarr's uncooperative attitude, unfounded 
accusations, refusal to collaborate, and refusal to accept responsibility for the DMNS 
project. "turned a routine task into "an emotionally charged fiasco." Those same 
attributes caused unnecessary aggravation, work and emotional hardship for Tohill 
and other City employees. 
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B. Past record 

Cooperation is a core value of Agency functions. [See, e.g. Exhibit 1-2; Tohill 
testimony]. Without it, the Agency cannot fulfill its mission to perform accounting 
functions for City agencies. Unfortunately, this case continues a pattern of Schnarr's 
unwillingness to cooperate to complete tasks, and instead, to assign blame where it is 
not due. This "relationship gap," as described by Tohill, was also addressed in a verbal 
warning on October 13, 2011, [Exhibit 4], and in a written warning on December 21, 
2011, [Exhibit 5], as well as in Schnarr's work review PEPR. [Exhibit 3-2, 3-2]. A previous 
supervisor, George Delaney, noted Schnarr's uncooperative and accusatory style in 
2009. "Blaming them [two co-workers] to me without any proof or evidence was unfair 
to them and me and is not acceptable." [Exhibit 2]. Andriese grew frustrated with 
Schnarr's unwillingness to cooperate with others, and her propensity to assign blame 
elsewhere, [Adriese testimony], mirroring Tohill's concerns. These observations by 
other supervisors also belie Schnarr's accusation that this case arose simply because 
Tohill hates her. 

C. Penalty most likely to achieve compliance. 

Schnarr's failure to accept responsibility would be understandable if it were a 
principled response to questionable orders. Here, Tohill's requests were reasonable 
requests for Schnorr to perform duties within her abilities and within reasonable times. 
Tohill's repeated requests for compliance were reasonable attempts to have Schnarr 
correct an insufficient work product. Tohill's subsequent demands were a reasonable 
response to unreasonable demurral by Schnarr. While Schnarr claimed this case was 
simply about the unreasonable demands of a vindictive supervisor, several different 
supervisors hove observed the same concerning behaviors: making a personal affront 
out of a reasonable order, blaming others when none is due, and accusation when 
simple performance would do. 

When determining whether an agency proved on employee violated a Career 
Service Rule, hearing officers weigh the evidence by a preponderance standard. 
However, when evaluating on agency's selection of the degree of discipline, hearing 
officers must grant substantial deference to the Agency's determination. unless that 
determination was clearly excessive or based substantially upon considerations not 
supported by a preponderance of the evidence. City of Denver v. Weeks, 1 0CA 1408, 
p.20 (Colo. App. 10/13/2011). Based on the proven offenses in this case, plus 
Schnorr's lack of accountability, the penalty assessed by the Agency was not clearly 
excessive and was supported by the preponderant evidence. 
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VI. ORDER 

The Agency's 16-day suspension against Schnarr. assessed May 9, 2012, is AFFIRMED. 

DONE August 30. 2012. 

'J3,,z 
Bruce A. Plotkin 
Career Service Hearing Officer 
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